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RÉSUMÉ

Ce mémoire propose d 'étudier la problématique de l'identification automatique des utilisateurs malicieux (les spammeurs) dans les réseaux sociaux. Notre contribution consiste à
développer un modéle probabiliste qui exploite le modéle de mélange de la distribution de
Dirichlet pour détecter les spammeurs. Spécifiquement, dans notre méthode nous proposons
d'estimer un vecteur de caractéristique pour chaque utilisateur d'un réseau social. En partant
du fait que les spammeurs sont des ut ilisateurs avec des caractéristiques aty piques comp arativement aux utilisateurs normaux, chaque valeur de ce vecteur relate ce que nous appelons le
11
degré d'anormalité 11 de chaque utilisateur, et ce, selon les différents modes d'interaction dans
un réseau social. Les spammeurs devront avo ir des valeurs de degrés d'anormali té trés élevées
comparativement aux utilisateurs normaux. Pour discriminer les spammeurs des utilisateurs
légitimes, nous proposons un modéle probabiliste qui s'appui sur l'utilisation des mélanges
de distribution de Dirichlet pour estimer la fonction de densité de probabilité des vecteurs
de caractéristiques. Le choix de la distribu tion de Dirichlet est principalement motivé par la
grande capacité de cette distribution à modéliser des sit uations complexes et variées .
L' approche proposée posséde quatre mérit es : (1) ne nécessite aucune intervention humaine
dans le processus d'identification, (2) non supervisée et ne requiére aucune connaissance a
priori sur les données à analyser, (3) séparer automat iquement les spammeurs des utilisateurs
légitimes, alors que les méthodes existantes nécessitent que l'utilisate ur spécifie empiriquement
un seuil de séparation, et (4) générale dans le sens que c'est un e approche qui peut être
appliqués à de différentes ty pes de média sociaux, alors que certaines approches existantes so nt
exclusivement désignées à des applications spécifiques . ous avons démontré empiriquement
l'efficacité de l'approche proposée sur des données réelles extraites à partir de Instagram et
Twitter.

Mots-cls- Réseaux sociaux, détection des spammeurs, distribution de Dirichlet, maximum de
vraisemblance, l'algorithme EM.
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ABSTRACT

The popularity of online social networks makes them a convenient platform fo r malicious
users such as social spammers. Hence, identifying and suspending the social spammers is
decisive to preserve the social media from unsolicited content and activities . A variety of
approaches have been proposed to tackle social media spammers. However, the majori ty
of existing methods are sup ervised and t hus mainly dependent on training data. In our
inves tigation of current literature, we found only a few numb ers of unsup ervised approachcs
specifically designed for identifying spammers in online social services. A common limitation
of the existing unsup ervised methods is t heir dependency on human intervention in order to
set an informai threshold to detect spammers.
In this thesis, we address the problem of automat ic detection of spammers in online social
networks. Specifi.cally, we propose a general unsupervised approach which is capable of a utomatically discriminating between spammers and legitimate users in various kinds of social
platfo rms without any necessity to prior knowledge about the data under investigation. Our
approach is a principled statistical framework based on Dirichlet mixture model which is one
of the most powerful probability dist ributions in data modeling. In this regard , the social
behavior and interaction of a user wit h other par ticipants is represented by a feat ure vector
with sever al att ribu tes. Next, the users' feat ure vectors are modeled as a mixt ure of Dirichlet
distribution with several comp onents . Each comp onent in the mixt ure model represents a
group of users with similar feature vector values which means a group of users with similar
social behaviors and interactions. Then, the probability density fon ction is estimated and t he
Dirichlet component t hat corresponds to spammers is ident ified. The efficacy of our proposed
approach has been proved through several experiments conducted on real data ext racted fr om
Instagram and Twitter.

K eywords- Social networks, Spammers detection, Unsup ervised learning, Dirichlet Mixture
Model, Maximum likelihood , EM algorithm.
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CHAP TER I

IN TROD UCTIO N

1.1

Overview

One of the primary reasons for communication evolution in our era is certainly engaged
with the concept of social media. Users all over the world find and organize contacts through
various kinds of social media platforms to create, share, and exchange information. Currently, social media include various forms of technologies such as Internet forums, social
blogs, microblogging platforms, wikis, social networking sites, media-sharing services, and
social bookmarking (Baru ah, 2012) .
Over and above all types of social media platforms, online social networks present an
innovative way for people to interact, which differ significantly from the former networks like
Web (Mislove, 2009). Face book and Linkedln are examples of popular online social networks
used to make connections. Users join these networks to publish their own content and create
links to other users in the network Other online social networks such as Instagram and
YouTub e are used to share multimedia content with people, and others such as Twitter and
Tumblr are microblogging sites that let users share their opinions.
In fact , the emergence of social networking sites leads to a widespread volume of user

generated contents that spread quickly and extensively through the online media. Consequently, social networks have become a convenient target for opport unist users such as social
spammers to take advantage and spread unwanted and illegit imate informat ion. Spamming
activities have grown considerably over the years and resulted in significant wasted network
bandwidth and decreased quality of the service in social media. Spamming act ivities not only
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pollute the content contributed by normal users and results in bad user experiences, but also
can deceive or even tr ap legitimate users (Tan et al., 201 2).
By now, online social networks have been abused by different forms of spamming activities. Spammers spread irrelevant content through social media in different ways such as spam
messages in emails, spam blog entries, spam comments and spam posts . Generally, spammers
attempt to send unwanted invitations and friend requests, promote products , start viral marketing, spread fads, and in some cases harass legitimat e users of social networks in order to
decrease their trust in the part icular service (Bhat and Abulaish, 201 3). Hence, identifying
and suspending t he spammers' activities is of a great importance to maintain high-quality
services.
To help identify the potential spammers, the concept of social network analysis can be
leveraged. (Bouguessa, 2011) defines social network analysis as a task which outlines the
interactions between users and/ or group of users and their resources with the obj ective of
underst anding their behavior and intent. Thus, the notion of social network analysis not only
establishes an in-dept h perspective of social network structure but also is a convenient source
of information to develop the algorithms that are capable of detecting various types of users
such as anomalous or influential users.
The literature shows a variety of approaches to tackle the problem of spammers in online
social networks . The spammer det ection approaches can be broadly divided into two main
categories : sup ervised approaches and unsupervised approaches. T ypically, in supervised
approaches (Lee et al. , 2010), (Benevenu to et al. , 2009) , (Bhat and Abulaish , 2013) users '
activities on the social media platform are presented by defining a set of features. Then, the
defined feat ures are used as attributes of supervised machine learning algorithms to classify
users as either spammers or legitimate users. In the case of supervised machine learning
algorithms, a comprehensive and representative training data is required. There are also
other supervised approaches th at apply supervised matrix factorization (Zhu et al. , 2012) or
online learning (Hu et al. , 201 4) to detect spammers.
Different from supervised methods, unsupervised approaches Tan et al. (2013) , (Bouguessa,
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2011) identify spammers by searching for coherent structure in an entirely unlabeled dat a
without relying on the training data. Due to the fact t hat collecting unlabeled data for
unsupervised approaches is relatively easier than gathering labeled training data fo r sup ervised
methods, there is a good reason to focus on unsu pervised approaches. As a ded uction , t he
purpose of t his t hesis is introducing a principled unsup ervised approach to ident ify spammers
in online social networks.

1. 2

Motivations

Even though a variety of approaches has been proposed to cletect spamrners in online social
networks, this area still offers opport unities for fu rther improvements. Existing supervisecl
approaches are capable of identifying spammers in many ty pes of online social networks
(Benevenuto et al. , 2008) , (Lee et al. , 2010) bu t as it was mentioned before they are largely
clependent on training data whereas gathering an inclusive labeled training set for sup ervisecl
machine learning algorit hms is expensive, is time consuming and req uires an extensive human
effort .
In t he case of unsupervised approaches , only a few publications (Viswanath et al. , 2014) ,
(Tan et al. , 201 3), (Bouguessa, 2011 ) can be fo uncl that cliscuss t he specific problem of detecting spammers in online social networks, which means there are still relevant problems to b e
addressed. For example, a key limi tation of some recent unsup ervised approaches (Tan et al. ,
2013), (Viswanath et al. , 201 4) is their depenclency on a user-specified t hreshold to detect
spammers. In real sit uations, however , it is rarely possible for users to supply the threshold
values accurately. Spammer detection accuracy can thus be seriously recl uced if an incorrect
t hreshold value is used . In addition to this, in any case , t he opt imal thresholcl clepencls on
the spammer detection algorithm being used and there is no single thresholcl suitable for all
purposes.
The work described in (Viswanath et al. , 2014) introd uces an unsupervisecl approach based
on principal comp onent analysis (P CA). Despite the fact that, one of t he PCA's intuit ions is
coming from the Gaussian distribu tion (Nie et al. , 201 4), the method may not be conventional
in case of analyzing non-Gaussian data whereas social networks data are non- Gaussian wi t h
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non-symmetric shapes.

(Bouguessa, 2011) proposed a statistical framework based on the

beta mixture model to identify spammers in a university-scale email network by estimating
the communication reciprocity of the users. Thus, the approach is limited to one-dimensional
data since it only considers the communication reciprocity of the users. Also, it should be
mentioned that the approach in (Bouguessa, 2011) is designed for a specific kind of social
network in which interactions flow from an initiator to a receiver (e.g. email networks).
Other existing approaches (Narisawa et al. , 2006), (Uemura et al. , 2008) consider unsupervised methods for the detection of spam documents from a given document sets. It is
important to no te that these techniques are mainly focused on filtering spam contents and
not primarily designed to detect social spammers since they do not consider users' social
act ivities and behaviors which, in turn, limit their applicability to analyze social network
data.

1.3

Contribution

The purpose of this thesis is to alleviate the aforementioned limitations of existing unsupervised approaches by developing a nove! and principled approach for detecting spammers
in online social systems . In a nutshell, our approach starts first by representing each user
of the social network with a feature vector that reflects its behavior and interactions with
other participants. Next, we propose a statistical framework based on the Dirichlet mixture
in order to model the estirriated users' feature vectors . The probability density fonction is
therefore estimated and the Dirichlet comp onent that corresponds to spammers is identified.
Note that we have used the Dirichlet distribution mainly because it permits multiple modes
and asymmetry, and can thus approximate a wide variety of shapes (Bouguila et al. , 2004) ,
(Ma and Leijon, 2009) , white several other distributions are not able to do so. The use
of the popular Gaussian distribution, for example, may lead to inaccurate modeling (e.g.
overestimation of the number of comp onents in the mixture, increase of misclassification
errors, etc.) because of its symmetric shape restriction (Boutemedj et et al., 2010). Due to
the limitations of the Gaussian distribution , we believe that t his distribution could not be
usecl to cluster the users' feature vectors into several components. The number of components
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in the mixt ure will be over-estimated and the identification of spammcrs will be, in turn , n ot
obvious.
To summarize, in contrast to several distributions, the Dirichlet distribut ion is more flexible
and powerful, since it permits multiple symmetric and asymmetric modes; it may be skewed
to t he right, skewed to left or symmetric (Bouguila et al. , 2004). This great shape fl exibility
of the Dirichlet dist ribution provides a better fit ting of the users' feat ure vectors, which leads,
in turn, to a substantially improved modeling accuracy.
The significance of our work can be summarized as fo llows:

• We propose a principled approach based on the Dirichlet mixture model to automatically
ident ify spammers in online social services . To the best of our knowledge, t his wor k
represents the first application of the Dirichlet mixt ure model to social network data.
• The proposed method is parameterless and does not require any prior knowledge abo ut
the data under investigation while existing unsupervised approaches requ ire hum an
intervention in order to set informal thresholds to detect spammers.
• The proposed met hod is general in the sense t hat it can be applied to different social
online services since it exploits several user behavior-based feat ures while, as previously mentioned , some existing unsupervised approaches such as (Tan et al. , 201 3) a nd
(Bouguessa, 2011) deal only wit h specific types of online services.
• We condu cted experiments on real data extract ed fr om different online social sites such
as Instagram and Twitter. The experimental results suggest that the performance of our
unsupervised approach is comparable to (and, in some cases, even better than) those of
sup ervised techniques that have the advantage of using labeled data.

1. 4

Thesis Plan

The rest of t his thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a co mprehensive definition of social media, principal concepts and general methodologies of social network analysis
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and social spammer phenomena. Chapter 3 explains background information and provides
a literature review on spammer det ection approaches in online social networks. Chapter 4
describes the proposed approach in det ail. Chapter 5 is devoted to the presentation of our
experimental results and t he evaluation of our proposed approach compared to several supervised machine learning-based algorithms. Finally, we present the conclusions of work in
Chapter 6.

CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

. This chapter provides a comprehensive definition of social media in Section 2. 1 and online
social networking services in Section 2.2. The concept of social network analysis is discussed
in Section 2.3. A brief history of applying data mining techniques for analyzing online social
network data is explained in Section 2.4.

Afterward, the principal concepts and general

explanation of several machine learning methods is provided in Section 2.5. Finally, social
spammer phenomenon is discussed in Section 2.6.

2.1

Social Media

Since the beginning of the Internet , there have consistently been various kincls of information sharing networks, as the most wildly known of which is the World Wide Web (Mislove,
2009). The early stages in the World Wide Web are engaged with the concept of Web 1.0
which is the first generation of web. Web 1.0 is considered read-only web for only broadcasting
information to the users. Users were allowed to search the information and read it with a very
limited user interactions or content contributions. In fact , users had access to web pages , but
they were passive viewers that co uic! not contrib ute to the content of the web pages (Aghaei
et al., 2012).
By the emergence of Web 2.0 sites, users were allowed to interact and collaborate with each
other as creators of user-generated content in online communities instead of just retrieving
information. Users created an account on the Web 2.0 sites and they were able to collaborate.
For example, they were able to comment on the published articles.

Web 2.0 includes a

variety of services such as social netwo rking sites, self-publishing platforms, persona! websites,
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Content

Communities
and networks

Web 2.0

F igure 2.1 : Social media triangle.

blogs, wikis, media-sharing sites , tagging services, hosted services, web applications , social
bookmarking, etc. Architecture of participation is the term applied to the structure of these
sites in which users are capable of participating in the content of an application as they work
with it (O'Reilly, 2007).

Based on the ideological and technological foundation of Web 2.0 that allows creation and
exchange of user-generated content (Shewmaker, 2014), the concept of social media emerged in
referring to the means of interaction among people in which they generate, share and exchange
information, ideas and contents in virtual communities and networks. The social media
phenomena (e.g. Face book and Twitter) is considered one of the most pro minent developments
in the Internet world in recent years (Ahlqvist et al., 2008) which also has become the most
important platform for people to seek and exchange information (Wang and Lee, 2014). As
depicted by Figure 2. 1

1, the core of social media is based on content, user communities and

Web 2.0 technologies. Based on (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010) classification, social media takes
on six different types: (1) collaborative projects, (2) blogging and microblogging services, (3)
content communities, (4) social networking services , (5) virtual games and (6) virtual social
worlds.

1 http: // wordpress.viu. ca/ cstewart / 2014/ 09 / 15 / what-is-social-media/
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2.2

Online Social Networking Services

According to (Boyd and Ellison, 2007), "social network sites can be defin ed as web-based
services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded
system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view
· and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the sys tem". The
characteristics and defini tion of these connections depend on the nature of each social network.
Among all types of social networks, online social networking services are the most popular
sites on the Internet. Users of these sites form a social network , which provides a powerful
means of sharing, organizing, and finding content and co ntacts. Facebook and Linkedin are
examples of the online social networking sites used to find and organize contacts. Other social
networks such as Flickr , YouTube, and Instagram, are used to share multimedia contents, and
others such as BlogSpot and Twi tter are used to share blogs and microblogs ( 1islove , 2009).

2.3

Social Network Analysis

Due to the fact that social network sites are conveniently accessible through the Internet
and Web 2.0 technologies, users are b ecoming more involved in social networks to acquire information, news and opinions of other users on different topics. According to (Adecloyin Olowe
et al., 2013), "social networks are important sources of online interaction and content sharing,
subj ectivity, assessments , approaches, evaluation , influences, observations, feelings, opinions
and sentimental expressions borne out in text, reviews, blogs, discussions, news, remarks, reactions, or some other documents". In this regard , network analysis (S A) can be effectively
applied in terms of studying social netwo rks, collaboration structures and new types of social
interactions for such a large-scale data.
According to (Pinheiro, 2011), the concept of social network analysis has been proposed
in referring to t he use of network theory to analyze social networks. Social network analysis
(S NA) analyzes social relationships by means of network theory wherein nodes rep resent , for
example, users of the social network and ties represent relationships between them (A braham
et al. , 2009). In other words, social network analysis is a set of theories, tools, and processes for
understanding the social network struct ure and users ' relationships. Social network analysis
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practitioners analyze the collected network data to illustrate the patterns of connections
between the users of the network.

2.4

Data Mining Techniques and Social Network Analysis

Fast-paced information exchange among users of online social networks generates massive
data characterized by three computational issues: size, noise and dynamism (Adedoyin Olowe
et al. , 2013). In order to analyzing large-scale data of the social networks within a reasonable
time, an automated information processing is required. Social network sites are perfect sources
of information to mine with data mining tools, since data mining techniques require huge data
sets to be able to mine patterns from data. In this regard , data mining techniques seems to be
a suitable tool for discovering valuable, accurate and relevant knowledge from social network
data.
Data mining provides a wide range of techniques to acquire useful knowledge such as trends ,
patterns and rules from massive data sets (Kagdi et al., 2007) . Data mining techniques
are also used for information retrieval, statistical modeling and machine learning. T hese
techniques consist of several procedures such as data pre-processing, data analysis, and data
interpretation processes.
There are various types of data mining techniques for sanalyzing social network data such as
graph theoretic, community detection, topic detection and tracking (TDT), etc. In the early
stages of social networks, graph theory is probably the main method for analyzing social
network data. In the field of graph theory, important features of the network such as the
nodes and links are identified for better understanding of the characteristics of the network.
Community detection is ?-n approach which mostly employ hierarchical clustering to group
the nodes of the network in order to detecting individual communities. Topic detection and
tracking (TDT) is a method in which new topics (or events) of the social network are identified
in order to tracking their subsequent influences over a period of time.
Dynamic analysis and static analysis are important topics in data mining. Static analysis
is an easier task in comparison with the dynamic analysis for streaming networks. In static
analysis, the network analysis is performed in batch mode since it is considered that social
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network changes gradu ally over time. Conversely, dynamic analysis for streaming networks
such as Face book and YouTube is more complicated since data on these networks are generat ed
at high speed and capacity. Dynamic analysis of social networks is the subj ect of several
st udies such as interactions between entit ies (Papadopoulos et al. , 201 2) , temporal events on
social networks (Becker et al. , 2011 ), and evolving communit ies (Fort unato, 2010).

2.5

Machine Learning in Social Media Analysis

The purpose of machine learning is studying and constructing the algori thms t hat are
capable of learning from data. These algori thms aim at finding patterns and making predictions from data and are involved with varions concepts such as multivariate statistics, pat tern
recognition, and advanced predictive analytics. One of the most important application of
machine learning algorithms is in the fi eld of dat a mining (Kotsiantis, 2007).
While working wi th large, diverse and fast changing data sets , machine learning met hods
are very effective in finding ou t important predictive pat terns which are to be discovered from
data. Furt hermore, in the case of social network data, machine learning shows improvements
in terms of acc uracy, scale and speed compared to tradit ional methods. In social netwo rk
analysis, machine learnin g can be applied to discover and analyze the communities, social
activities and interactions, user behavior , etc.
According to (Russell et al. , 1996), a general classificat ion for machine learning appro aches
consists of three broad categories:

• .Sup ervised learning: a machine learning task in which sample inputs and t heir desired
out pu ts are fed into the learning algorithm, and the purpose is learning a general rule
that is capable of mapping inputs t o outputs.
• Unsupervised learning: a machine learning task in which the learning algorithm is not
provided with labeled samples, and the goal is findin g structure in the inpu t data and
looking for hidden patterns in data.
• Reinforcement learning: a machine learning task in which a compu ter program is m
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interact with a dynamic environment fo r a specific purpose, without a t utor supervision
(Bishop , 2006) .

Machine learning techniques are applied in various fields such as classification , clustering,
regression, density estimation, and dimensionality reduction. Classification is a method of
sup ervised learning in which inputs are divided into two or more classes. The learner generates
a model that assigns t he label to upcoming inpu ts. Classificat ion consists of a variety of
algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) , Naive Bayes (NB) , Decision Tree (DT) ,
K- earest

eighbor (K- N) , etc. One of t he domains that classification t echniques can be

effectively applied is spam fil tering (Bishop, 2006).
Clust ering is a method of unsup ervised learning in which the goal is to di vide the inputs into
groups. Unlike classification, there is no knowledge about the gro ups befor ehand. Clustering
is a common technique for st atistical dat a analysis. Regression is also an unsupervised t ask
with continuous out pu ts rather than discrete out pu ts. Density estimation is an unsupervised
learning that attempts to learn the underlying probability distribution. In dimensionality
reduction, inpu ts are mapping into a lower-dime,nsional space for simplification. An example
of dimensionality reduction is topic modeling, in which a list of human language documents
is given to a program and the task is to find out similar topics in the documents .

2.6

Social Spammers Phenomena

While social media services have emerged as important platforms for information distribution and communication, it has also become infamous for spammers who overwhelm other
users with unwanted content . The (fake) accounts, known as social spammers (Lee et al. ,
2010), (Webb et al. , 2008) , are a special type of spammer who matches up to launch various
attacks such as spreading ads for sales; spreading pornography, viruses , or fishing; making
friends with victim and illegitimately grabbing their personal information (Bilge et al. , 2009) ;
or disrupt repu tation (Lee et al. , 2010) .

CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature on spam detection strategics shows a variety of approaches clesignecl for clifferent types of social media platforms such as e-mail services , social networking sites, media
sharing networks, social blogging, microblogging, question-answering, social bookmarking,
etc. In general, the spammers ' cletection approaches can be broadly cliviclecl into two ma in
categories: supervised approaches and unsup ervisecl approaches. In this chapter, we provide
an overview of related studies within these two main categories. General concepts of sup ervised and unsupervised approaches are cliscussed in Section 3.1. Previous works regarding
supervised methods are reviewed in Section 3.2. The li terature on the specific problem of
identifying spammers in online social networks through unsupervised approaches is reviewed
in Section 3.3.

3.1

Introduction to Supervised and Unsupervised Approaches

Before the emergence and populari ty of online social networks, e-mail services were the
most common platform for spamming activities.

Eventually, similar abuses appeared on

other platforms such as Web search engine spam, spam in blogs, vicleo spam, wiki spam,
Internet forum spam, social spam, etc. In recent years, both supervised and unsupervised
anti-spam strategies for email services have been widely studied to the extent that statistics
shows a considerable decrease in the volume of spam emails. Hence, recent studies are more
focused on methods which are capable of identifying social behavior patterns of spammers to
efficiently detect social spammers in online social networks.
To identify spammers in social networks, sup ervised methods mostly employ machine learn-
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Figure 3. 1: Supervised learning.

ing algorithms as classifiers. A representative training data set is thus required to learn the
classifiers. The training set is generally built up on a set of features. There are various categories of features with different characteristics to discriminate between spammers and normal .
users. A number of studies are mainly focused on content-based features to detect spam posts
while other studies employ social behavior-based feat ures to reflect users' social behaviors on
the social network. Also, a combination of all these features were studied through several approaches to achieve better results. Then , based on the characteristics of the data and selected
features, the proper sup ervised machine learning algorithm is employed to classify users of
social networks in order to identifying the class of spammers. For the purpose of illustration,
the fr amework of sup ervised classification is demonstrated in Figure 3.1

1

.

During the training

phase, a model is constructed based on the feat ure sets and their corresponding labels that
are fed into the machine learning algorithm. In t he prediction phase, predicted labels (e.g.
spammer or legitimate user) are generated based on the feat ure sets are fed into the model.
Different from sup ervised methods , the unsupervised approaches employ algorithms that
are capable of categorizing users through existing unlabeled data without relying on training
data. Unsupervised algorithms are employed in order to find patterns in the input data.
Classic examples of unsupervised learning are clustering and dimensionality reduction. The
framework of unsupervised learning is demonstrated in 3.2. Unlabeled data is scaled to be
1
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Figure 3.2: Unsup ervised learning.

m the form of featur e vectors and used as input to unsupervised algori thms.

Similar to

supervised approaches, various categories of features such as content-based, social behaviorbased or combination of both features are employed to refiect the user's behavior on social
networks.

3 .2

Su pervised Approach es to D etect Spam mers

N umbers of supervised approaches have been pro posed in the li terat ure to detect spammers
in social media networks. (Benevenu to et al. , 2008) and (Benevenuto et al. , 2009) studied
t he problem of detecting video spam contents on YouTub e which is a video-sharing social
network. The authors in (Benevenuto et al. , 2008) and (Benevenu to et al. , 2009) addressed
t he pro blem through a supervised approach t hat employs SVM machine learning algori thm
as its classifiers to discriminate between promoters, spammers, and legitimate users. Bath
user-based and social behavior-based attributes were considered to extract a powerful set of
feat ures that detect spammers, as well as promoter.
The approach proposed by (Tseng and Chen, 2009) is a sup ervised method fo r spammer
detection in email social network based on email communications. (Tseng and Chen, 2009)
designed a system called Mail Tet that considers incremental updates to capture the evolving
nature of email communication . MailNet includes two major processes, initial off- line training,
and incremental on-line update. The email social network is constructed by means of a
t raining set of emails. Then, several feat ures are extracted from each user in the network.
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Afterward , the method employs the SVM algorithm in two phases, initial SVM training and
incremental update of SVM model to re-train the SVM model and achieve better results. For
the purpose of evaluation, several experiments were conducted on the small university-scale
email server of the Computer Center at National Taiwan University.
(Markines et al. , 2009) address the problem of spammer identification in social tagging
systems and more specifically in social bookmarking services . In the suggested approach, the
authors focused on definin g and analyzing the features which are suitable for capturing social
spam. They proposed six features involved with various levels of spam activity such as post
level, reso urce level, and user level. The set of features are mostly content-based and are
related to the post and resource levels. For the experimental phase, several machine learning
algorithms such as SVM, AdaBoost and RandomForest were employed. Then, to evaluate the
efficiency of the features in detecting spammers, data sets from a social bookmarking service
called Bibsonomy

2

were usecl. The approach is mainly designed to detect social spammers

in social tagging systems.
A comprehensive spammer behavior analysis were performed in (Lee et al. , 2010) and
(Stringhini et al. , 2010) inspired by the concept of honeypots (honey-profiles). According
to (Stringhini et al. , 2010) , "the purpose of honeypots or honey-profiles is to log the traffic
(e.g. friend requests, messages, invitations) they receive from other users of the network".
(Stringhini et al. , 2010) analyzecl the collected data from honey-profiles on Face book, Twitter,
and MySpace. The authors in (Stringhini et al. , 2010) identifiecl four categories of spam bots:
(1) Displayer, bots that only clisplay spam content on their own profiles, (2) Bragger, bots t hat
post messages to their own feed , (3) Poster, bots that send direct message to each victim, and
(4) Whisperer, bots that send private messages to their victims. Then, to detect bragger and
poster spammers, several featu res such as the message similarity, numb er of sent messages,
number of friends, etc. were extracted . The Random Forest algorithm was employed as a
classifier from the Weka

3

machine learning toolkit.

The authors in (Lee et al. , 2010) employed social honeypots on MySpace and Twitter to
2

http: // www.bibsonomy.org/

3 http: // www .cs.waikato.ac.nz/

ml / weka/
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monitor and analyze social behaviors of spammers. Then , the collected data were analyzed to
identify the anomalous behavior of spammers which tried to contact the honeypots. Based on
the gathered information through honeypots, several categories of spammers were identified
such as click traps, friend infilt rators on MySpace; and promot ers, phishers on Twitter. Then ,
fo ur broad classes of user attributes including user demographic, user contribu ted content ,
user activity features , and user connections were considered to extract discriminative feat ures
in ident ifying spammers. The empirical evaluation results are based on various classifiers of
the Weka machine learning toolkit such as Decorate, LogitBoost , and Bagging.
(Benevenuto et al. , 2010) fo cused on defining a robust set of fe atures to iclentify spammers
on Twitter. A large training set was manually gathered and labeled for typical spammers
and normal users on Twitter. (Benevenu to et al., 201 0) analyzed the large set of attributes
which reflects user behavior of the social network, as well as characteristics of t he content
posted by users. In total, 39 features related to the content of tweets and 23 features based
on the user beh avior were considered. Then , the top ten attributes were selected based on
X 2 (Chi-Squared) , which is a fe ature selection method in (Yang and Pedersen, 1997) . The

non-linear SVM classifier with the Radial Basis Function (RBF) classifier were employed to
ident ify spammers on Twitter.
(Soiraya and Thanalerdmongkol, 2012) fo cused on exploiting content-based feat ures for
social network spam detec tion. The selec ted feat ures are all text-based feat ures such as the
numb er of keywords, the average number of worcls, the text length , and the numb er of links.
Then, the data mining mode! using t he Decision Tree J 48 is created by means of the Weka
toolkit. The proposed spam identification mode! by (Soiraya and Thanalerdmongkol, 2012 )
is exclusively designed for Facebook.
(Tan et al. , 2012) performed a detailed research on spammers' b ehavior on the large scale
data from a commercial search engine

4.

They provide a comprehensive statistical overview re-

garding non-textual behavior of spammers including pos ting habits, spam hos ting behaviors ,
link patterns, et c. After studying the non-textual behavior of spammers, five set of fe at ures
including user ac tivi ties, post contributions, link patterns, hosting behaviors, and content
4

Due to commercial issues, the name of the website was not mentioned.
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metadat a were defined. Then, the features are used as input to Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Decision Tree machine learning algorithms. To optimize the method for real-time
detection, (Tan et al. , 2012) proposed an algorit hm called BARS (Blacklist-assisted Runtime
Spam Detection) with the help of an auto-expanding spam blacklist , and a high priority nonspam whitelist. The non- textual behavior features are generated at runtime based on the
new post and past posts of the same user . A spam URL blacklist is also maintained to help
identify new spam posts . However, the algorithm is not suitable for cases where spammers
use new user IDs.
(Bhat and Abulaish, 201 3) studied one of t.he important properties of social networks which
is the clustering property of users, such as the form ation of user communi ties. According to
(Bhat and Abulaish, 201 3), "in a community, the nodes are relatively densely connected to each
other but sparsely connected to other dense groups in t he group ." (Bhat and Abulaish, 201 3)
aim at improving spammer classification models by incorporating community-based features
of users besicles the basic topological fe at ures . Considering community-based characteristics,
such as interaction behavior of users within and across network community structures, in the
classification can make it more difficult for spammers to qualify as legitimate users. In this
regard, the weighted interaction graph of the social network is used . T he weight of a directed
link in the graph represents t he total number of messages or posts, sent from the origin to the
destination. Severa! fe at ures such as total out-degree, total reciprocity, total in/ out rat io, and
community membership are exploited. Then, classification algorithms such as decision trees,
Naive Bayes, and k- NN are employed in order to detect spammers in online social networks.
(Zhu et al. , 2012) proposed the Supervised Matrix Factorization method with Social Regulation (S fFSR) for spammer detection in social networks which considers the social activi ties
and relations of the users. Specifically, (Zhu et al. , 201 2) proposed a joint opt imization mode!
t hat is capable of featur e extraction and classifier learning at the same time. Then , a matrix
factorization mode! is employed to induce a set of latent feat ures for different users. The
latent fe ature learning process is guided by the social relationship graph and the label information. The method is tested on data from Renren
5

http://www.renren.com/

5

which is a Chinese social networking
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service popular among college students.
(J in et al., 2011) , proposed an ac tive learning system called SocialSpamGuard designed
for real- time spam detection in social media networks. To build a convenient learning model,
social network features were considered as well as content-based fe atures. In the first phase,
(Jin et al. , 2011) suggested an algorithm called GAD (General Activity Detection) for fas t
clustering on large data to classify a large scale of historical samples into diverse clusters
in order to prac tically generate a lab eled training pool. In the second phase, based on the
developed classification model, up coming online activities will be moni tored in a real-time
procedure. For each new instance, the system makes predict ions based on the trained mode!,
if it is uncertain the instance is sent for human labeling and will be added to the trainin g
pool otherwise the instance will be classified.
(Hu et al. , 2014) proposed a fr amework for social spammer detec tion on Twitter based
on online learning. In this platform content and social network information are modeled
separately, and then a unified fr amework is proposed to integrate both information. T o
model social network information, a variant of directed graph Laplacian is employed. Then ,
instead of learning the word-level knowledge, (Hu et al. , 2014) proposed t o mode! the content
information fr om topic-level based on a non-negative matrix facto rization model ( !MF) and
both models were integrated together fo r online social spammer detection.
Despite the promising results in detecting spam content and spammers through the afor ement ioned supervised approaches, their high dependency on the training data is not ignorable.
The key limitation is t hat gathering a labeled training set is an expensive and t ime-consuming
task. Moreover, since spammers constantly modify their spamming pat terns, thus the lab eled
dat a needs to be upd ated const antly and the classification models need to be re-learned.

3.3

Unsupervised Approaches to D etect Spa mmers

Former research regarding unsupervised approaches were more fo cused on detecting spa m
content . The unsup ervised approach discussed in (Yoshida et al. , 2004) is exclusively designed for email sys tems. (Yoshida et al. , 2004) decided to fo cus on the e-mail servers due
to the possible accessibili ty to the extensive volume of e-mail traffi c. T he proposed approach
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introduced an unsup ervised learning engine which uses document space density information
with a short whitelist to detect spam messages. However, the approach is conventional only
for e-mail systems and designed for detecting spam messages.
(Narisawa et al., 2006) proposed an unsupervised algorithm to identify spam content in
blogs based on the vocabulary size of blog entries which is the number of strings with the
same frequencies. This method is considered a content-based analysis of spam posts in blogs
since for the most part it focuses on the vocabulary size of spam entries. (Narisawa et al. ,
2006) noticed that spam posts ' vocabulary size amplified abnormally due to the existence of
extensive copies of them in blogs. However, this method is not entirely capable of detecting
spam entries, specifically when the spam post is infrequent.
The authors in ( arisawa et al. , 2007) proposed an unsupervised approach that is focused
on identifying spam cont ent through syntactic analysis and equivalence relations of strings.
The proposed met hod detects spam posts based on the irrelevancy of the substrings in user
generated content. In fact, (Narisawa et al. , 2007) tried to discriminate spam content from
legitimate content by calculating the deviations in substring frequencies of documents. (Narisawa et al. , 2007) found a threshold value which separates the spam part from non-spam
by means of a heuristic method and model them using a linear model. Then, the point of
separation where two linear models best explain the data points is identified.
(Uemura et al., 2008) proposed an unsupervised method in order to identify a specific type
of spam messages called blog spams. The method addressed the problem of detecting spam
documents from a mixture of spam and non-spam documents with the concept of document
complexity. (Uemura et al., 2008) believed that spam documents have less document complexity compared to normal posts in the blogs. Therefore, the proposed algorithm called DCE
(Document Complexity Estimation) was developed to estimate the document complexity by
means of suffix trees.
(Zhu et al. , 2011) proposed a framework which monitors the returned online search results
to detect spam blogs from search engines. The method monitors the top-ranked results of a
sequence of temporally-ordered queries and detects Splogs (spam-blogs) based on the temporal
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behavior. The temporal behavior of a blog is maintained in a blog profile. Then, based on
the blog profile, the Splog (spam-blogs) detection fon ction is employed to detect spam-blogs .
Even with acceptable results, the proposed method is practical in detecting popular Splogs
that have successfully passed the spam fil ters and are actively generat ing spam posts.
The authors in (Bosma et al. , 2012) suggest a framework for spam detection based on user
spam reports. Social networking sites offer users the option to submit user spam reports for
a given message, indicating a message is inappropriate. (Bosma et al. , 2012) instantiated
the framework in three models that introduce propagation between messages reported by
a same user, messages authored by a same user, and messages with similar content . T he
spam detection framework is based on HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) which is a
link-structure analysis algorithm that uses the links between messages and other abjects to
propagate spam scores. Hence, the method is practical in cases that all users of the online
platforms participate in sending reports .
Though the aforement ioned approaches are co nsidered unsupervised, however, they are
mainly designed for the detection of spam documents from a given document set . It is
important to note t hat , for the most part, these techniques are foc used on filt ering spam
content thus they are not capable of detecting social spammers.
Considering that the previous studies do not investigate social behavior and interactions ,
they are not applicable for the analysis of social network data. (Tan et al. , 2012) has also ment ioned that purely content-based approaches encounter difficulties in detecting social spammers since malicious users exhibit unique non-textual patterns in online social networks and
constantly change the content of spam messages. In our investigation of the current literature,
we found a few numb er of unsupervised approaches that are specifically designed for detecting
spammers in online social networks.
The unsup ervised method suggested by (Viswanath et al. , 2014) is a statistical approach
which is based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in ord er to detect the irregular
behaviors of users that significantly differ from the normal behaviors. To this end , the social
network is presented as a matrix in such a way that rows correspond to users and columns
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correspond to a se t of estimated social behavior-based feat ures. The proposed PCA-based
method is employed to extract principal components through the rows of the matrix. The
top-K principal components capture normal behaviors of the users whereas the rest of the
components capture irregular behaviors and noise. Then, to discriminate between anomalous
behaviors and noise, the bound on t he L2 norm is computed. (Viswanath et al., 2014) defined
a user-entered threshold to detect anomalous users, in such a way that any user whose L 2
norm exceeds that threshold is fiagged as an anomalous user.

According to Han and Liu (2014) , although the P CA method is model free as a procedure,
its theoretical and empirical performances rely on the distributions. With regard to the empirical concern, the PCA's geometric intuition originates from the major axes of the contours
of constant probability of the Gaussian . Moreover, Han and Liu (2014) have also shown in
their seminal work that this intuition did not hold in the case of non-Gaussian data. As a
mat ter of fact , social network data are non-Gaussian, in a way that they are in from of skewed
data with non-symmetric shapes. In fact , it has been also empirically shown in (Wilson et al. ,
2009) that, interaction act ivity on social network is significantly skewed towards a small portion of each user's social links. Consequently, a PCA-based approach may not be practical
white the data under investigation are away from the Gaussian distribution which permits
a symmetric bell shape only. We can thus surmise that the P CA-based approach proposed
by Viswanath et al. (2014) is not capable of effectively detecting spammers in online social
networks since PCA encounters difficulties in modeling the complex non-Gaussian data.

(Tan et al., 2013) proposed an unsupervised scheme called UNIK (UNsupervised soclal
networK spam detection) to detect spammers on social networks. F irst, based on t he posted
URLs by the users, a user-link graph is constructed . Then, a social graph is built up based
on the mutual relationship of the users. Next , UNIK leverages the social graph to identify
non-spammers. Based on these legitimate users, the algorithm constructs a URL whitelist
containing URLs posted by the identified normal users. The whitelist is then used to filter
out URL edges in the user-link graph . To effectively identify spammers , the authors in (Tan
et al. , 2013) propose to compute the nodes degree in the trimmed graph and fiag users whose
degree is beyond an input threshold as spammers . It is clear that U TIK depends heavily
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on the user-link graph constru cted from the URLs posted by participants. We can surmise
t hus that it is likely that UNIK misses potential spam mers who, instead of posting URLs,
adopt different strategies to spam the system. Here, we believe that the application of UNIK
is limited to the social platforms in which spamming activities revolve around sending spam
URLs.
(Bouguessa, 2011) proposed an unsupervised method to detect spammers in social networks
in which interactions fiow from an initiator to a receiver. The users interactions are modeled as
a directed graph in which users are considered as nodes and the direction of t he messages in t he
social network is indicated by the arcs direction . Next, a legitimacy score is estimated for each
node by means of communication reciprocity metric. The estimated scores are then modeled
as a mixture of the beta dist ribution to identify the beta component which corresponds to
spam senders. The empirical res ul ts show that the approach is able to detect spammers on
the social platform where the sender initiates an interaction with the receiver (e.g. email
networks). A limitation key of the suggested method is that it considers only one feature
(communication reciprocity) , hence t he application of the mode! is limi ted to one-dimensional
data. Furthermore , we note that the proposed approach is suit able for social services such as
e-mail systems and may not be applicable to other platforms.
The purpose of this thesis is to alleviate the aforementioned limitations of existing unsupervised approaches by developing a novel and principled approach for detecting spammers
in online social networks. In a nutshell, our approach starts first by representing each user of
a social network with a feature vector that refiects its behaviors and interactions with other
participants. Next , we propose a statistical fr amework based on the Dirichlet mixture in order
to model the estimated users' feature vectors. The probability density fonction is therefore
estimated and the Dirichlet component that corresponds to spammers is identified.
Note that we have used the Dirichlet distribution mainly because it permits mult iple modes
and asymmetry and can thus approximate a wide variety of shap es (Ma et al. , 2014), (Bouguila
et al. , 2004), while several other distributions are not able to do so. The use of the popular
Gaussian distribution, for example, may lead to inaccurate modeling (e.g. overestimation of
the numb er of components in the mixture, increase of misclassification errors , etc.) because
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of its symmetric shape restriction (Boutemedjet et al. , 2010).

Due to the limitations of

Gaussian distribution , we believe that this distribution could not be used to cluster the users '
feat ure vectors into several components. The number of components in the mixture will be
over-estimated and the identification of spammers will be, in turn, not obvious.
To summarize , in contrast to several distributions, the Dirichlet distribution is more flexible
and powerful since it permits multiple symmetric and asymmetric modes, it may be skewed
to the right, left or symmetric (Bouguila et al. , 2004). This great shape flexibility of the
Dirichlet distribution provides better fitting of users' feat ure vectors, which leads , in t urn , to
a substantially improved modeling accuracy.

CHAPTERIV

THE PROPOSED SPAMMERS IDENTIFICATION APPROACH

In this chapter, we introduce our proposed statistical fr amework which is based on t he
Dirichlet mixt ure model to identify spammers in online social networks. First, each user of
the social network is presented by a feat ure vector that refiects his/ her social behavior and
interactions with other participants. Then, the normalized feature vector is estimated to fit
t he Dirichlet mixt ure model. The normalization process is explained in Section 4. 1. Next, t he
application of the mixture of Dirichlet in modeling the users' feature vectors is described in
Section 4.2 . The process of estimating the parameters of the mixt ure is disc ussed in section
4.3. Then, the method for identifying the numb er of comp onents is describ ed in Section
4.4. In the end, the procedure of estimating probability density fonction and identifying th e
Dirichlet component that corresponds to spammers is explained in section 4.5. Figure 4.1
provides a simple visual illustration of the proposed approach.
4.1

Problem Statement

Let U = { U1 , . .. , UN } represents the set of N users such that each user Ui is representecl by
D-climensional vector
vector

xi = (

Xil, .. .,

xw) T. Each element

Xid, ( i

= 1, .. ., N; d = 1) .. ., D) of t he

xi corresponds to a legitimacy score that would refiect the repu tation level and social

behavior of a user in a specific online social network. We assume that smallest feature values
are relatecl to spammers, while the largest values correspond to legitimate users. Note that ,
in our methocl, we consicler clifferent features that may help to cliscriminate between malicious
and legitimate users. For example, to ident ify spammers in Twitter, we will consider feat ures
such as the followers to following ratio , average time between tweets, t he ratio of the numb er
of URL postecl to the total numb er of tweets , etc. It is clear that the values of these features
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Figure 4.1: Workfiow of the proposed approach.

may have different scales. In this context , it is necessary to transform these feature values
into comparable, normalized values.
In our approach, we first perform log-transformation to all the estimated feature values of
ail users. Such log-transformation aims to squeeze together the large values that characterize
legitimate users and stretch out the smallest values, which correspond to spammers. This
squeezing and stretching yields comparable feature values and also contributes to enhancing
the contrast between largest and smallest values. Then , to fit the Dirichlet distribution,
we normalize t he log transformed value of each user's feature vector in such way that the
summation of all the D element of the vector

Xi=

(xi1 , . .. , xwf is smaller than one. Not e

that all along this thesis we only use the normalized values of the users' feat ure vectors {Xi}·
Finally, based on the normalized users ' feat ure vector, we propose a statistical approach
which uses t he Dirichlet mixture mode! to automatically discriminate spammers from legitimate users. Specifically, {Xi} can be considered as coming from several underlying probability
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distributions. Each distribu tion is a component of the Dirichlet mixt ure model that represents a set of users' fe at ure vectors which are close one to another, and all the comp onents a re
combined by a mixture form . The component which contains vecto rs with the lowest values
corresponds to spammers.

4.2

The Statistical Madel

The main goal of statistical modeling is to establish a probabilistic model which can cha racterize the patterns of the observations, capture their underlying distributions, and describ e
the statistical proper ties of t he source ( fa and Leij on , 2009). Mixt ure models are fl exible and
powerful probabilistic tools for analyzing data. T he approach of mixtu re model assumes that
the observed data is drawn from a mixture of paramet ric distribu tions . Assuming that t he
normalized users' feat ure vectors are i11dependent and identically distribu ted, several parametric statistical models could be used to describ e the statistical properties of {Xi} . In this
thesis we propose to use the Dirichlet mixture model.
As discussed in the introduction section, compared to previous statistical model-based
methods (most of which. were based on the Gaussian mixture model), the Dirichlet mixture
model showed better perform ance (Bouguila et al. , 2004) . This is mainly due to shape ftexibility of the Dirichlet distribu tion. In fact, as mentioned in (Ma et al. , 2014), the Dirichlet
dist ribution may be L-shaped , U-shaped , J-shapecl, skewed to the right, skewed to the left or
symmetric. Such great ftexibility enables the Dirichlet distribu t ion to provide an accurate fit
of the normalized users' feat ure vectors.
Formally, we expect t hat {Xi} follows a mixt ure density of the from:

Dir

(xi

M
l

n ,a )

=

Lni Dirj

(xi

1

Œ1)

(4 .1 )

j=l

where Dir1 is the jt h Dirichlet distribu tion, M denotes the numb er of comp onents in t h e
mixture,

Œj

=

(a 11 , a 12 , ... , a 1D+ i ? is the parameter vector of the jt h co mp onent, and n =

{n 1, ... , n M} represents the mixing coefficients which are positive and sum to one. The density
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fonction of the j th component is given by :

(4.2)
where ~f=l

Xid

< 1 (0 <

Xid

< 1),

XiD+l =

1 - ~f= l

Xid>

la1I =

~f:il Cé1d

(Cé1d

> 0) and f (.)

is the gamma fonction given by:

(4.3)

4.3

P arameters Estimation

The most central task in modeling the normalized users ' feature vectors with the Dirichlet mixture model is parameter estimation.

To this end , the maximum likelihood esti-

mation approach can be used to find the parameters of the mixture model.

Let 8 =

{7r 1 , ... , 1fM , 0: 1 , ... , 5M } denote the set ofunknown parameters of the mixture and X= {X\ , X2 , ... , XN}
the set of the normalized users' feature vectors. The likelihood fon ction of the mixture model
with M components is defined as:

N

L (X

1

8) =

M

fI:z:=
i=l 1=1

7r1D-ir1

(Xi

l

( 4.4)
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When computing the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in the mixture model,
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorit hm is generally applied (Figueiredo and Jain,
2002). Accordingly, we augment the data by introducing M -dimensional indication vector
-

zi = ( zi l ) ... ) ZiJvf)

T

for each vector x- i. The indication vector zi
has only one element equals

1 and the remaining elements equal 0. If the jth element of
assume that

Zi

equals 1, that ÏS,

xi was generated from the jth component of the mixture.

Zi1= 1 ,

we
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if

xi belongs to componet m

(4.5)

otherwise
Let Z = { Z1 , . . . , ZN} denote the set of indication vectors. The likelihood fon ctio n of th e
complete data is given by:

N

Lc(x,z l 8)

=

M

IIII [njDirj (xi aj)rj

(4.6)

1

i= l j=l

Usually, it is more convenient to work with the logarithm of the likelihood fon ction which is
equivalent to maximizing the original likelihood fonction. The log-likelihood fon ction is given
by:

N

logLc (X , z 8)
1

=

M

L L Zij [log (nj) +log ( Dirj (xi

1

iij ))]

(4.7)

i=l j=l

From this perspective, the EM algorithm can be used to estimate 8 . Specifically, the algorithm iterates between Expectation and Maximization step in order to produce a sequence of
estimates { ê} (t), ( t = 0, 1, 2, ... ), where t denotes the current iteration step , until the change
in the value of the log-likelihood in (4. 7) becomes negligible. Detail of each step is given
below.
In t he Expectation step, each latent variable zij is replaced by its expectation:

(4.8)

In the Maximization step, the set of parameters 8 = { n 1 , .. ., n M, 5 1 , ... , iiM} that maximize
the log-likelihood are calculated given the values of

zij

estimated in the Expectation step.
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Specifically, the mixing coefficients are calculated as:

,(t)

N

71- j(t+il

=

:Z::::i= l zi1
,.. r

)

j

= 1, ... , M

(4.9)

Let us now focus on estimating the parameters 5j = (o11, .. . , O'.jD+if ; {j = 1, .. . , M} . T he
values of 5j that maximize the likelihood can be obtained by taking the derivative of loglikelihood of the complete data with respect to O'.jd and setting t he gradient equal to zero.
T hus, we obtain :

âlog Lc (X , Z

1

t

8) =

Ü'.1d
By replacing Dirj

(Xi 15j)

zij

i= l

8~

/og ( Dirj

(.x\

1

51 ))

=

O

(4. 10)

J

by its expression given by (4.2) in (4. 10) and then computing

the derivat ive with respect to a 1d, we obtain:

N

2.::Zij [1/J (1511) -1/J (a1d) + log (xid)] = 0

(4. 11)

i= l

where tlJ (.) is the digamma fo nction given by ·t/J (À)=

~i~\ .

Since the gamma fonction is defin ed through an iteration, a closed-fo rm solution t o (4.11 )
does not exist . Therefore, the values of the parameter vectors {5j} can be estimated using
the Newton-Raphson method . Specifically, we estimate the 5 1 iteratively:

&- .] (t+l ) =
[ 1

[] (t) a, .
1

Jr1 x G ., J. -- 1,2, ... , M
1
1

where Gj is the first derivative vector of the complete log-likelihood as fo llows:

(4 .12)
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Gj

=

( Olog Lc (X , Z 1 8) , .. ., Olog Lc (X, Z 1 8) )
8aj1

T

8aJD+I

(4.1 3)

and His the hessian m atrix where t he diagonal elem ents corresp ond to t he second derivat ive of
t he complete log-likelihood fon ction a nd t he non-diagonal elements correspond to t he mixing
derivatives (Bouguila et al. , 2004). The second derivative is given by:

a nd the mixed derivative is given by:

(4. 15)

where

iit (.)

is the t rigamma fonction given by

~ (>,)

=

~

-

[

~i~\

r.

T hus, t he Hessia n

m atrix can b e defined as follows:

(4 .1 6)

The inverse of the Hessian mat rix is calculated according to (Bdiri and Bouguila, 201 2) by
employing t he replace form of t he Hessian mat rix as follows:·

(4. 17)

where

QJ is a diagonal m atrix given by:
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(4 .1 8)

Ôj and

A] are given as follows:

N

Ôj =

I :>ij1' (lajl)

(4. 19)

i=l

(4.20)
The inverse of the Hessian matrix can now be calculated according to the theorem of matrix
inverse in (Graybill , 1983) as fo llows:

HJ-:- 1 = Q-:-J 1 + ô*A*T
A*J
J J

(4 .21 )

where Qj 1 is the inverse of the diagonal matrix Qj and could be easily calculated. ôj and Aj
are estimated as fo llows:

(4.22)

(4.23)

Once Hj

1

and G1 are estimated, we can now implement the iterative formula of the Newton-

Raphson algorithm as expressed by (4. 12). Note that this algori thm requires star ting values
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for {&1 } (o). In our implementation, we have used the method of moments estimators of the
Dirichlet distribution (Bouguila et al., 2004) to define these initial values as fo llows:

" (oJ
Œjd

=

(J5n - J.521) P1d

,

(' )2; d=l, .. ., D , j=l , .. .,M
Pn

P21 -

(4.24)

(J.511 - J.521) ( 1 - 2=f=1P1J)
,

7J21 -

where

Pid

and

p21

(4.25)

(Pn
, )2

are given as follow:

1 N
Pld

= N

L

X ;d ;

d = 1) .. ') D + 1

(4.26)

i =l

N

,

P 21

1 ""'

2

(4.27)

= N ~ X; 1
i=l

The Newton-Raphson algorithm converges, as our estimation of
small positive value

E

with each successful iteration, to

ŒJd

changes by less than a

âJd·

The EM algorithm can now be used to estimate the maximum likelihood of the distribu tion
parameters. Note that EM is highly dependent on initialization (Figueiredo and J ain, 2002).
To alleviate this problem , a common solution is to perform initialization by mean of clustering
algorithms. For this purpose we first implement the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm to
partition the set X =

{X\,X 2 , .. .,XN} into

M components. Then, based on such part ition ,

we estimate the parameters of each component using the method of moment estimator for
the Dirichlet distribution and set them as ini tial parameters of the EM algorithm . The steps
of EM algorithm for Dirichlet mixture model is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: EM algorithm for Dirichlet mixt ure model

Input : {Xi } (i=l ,. .. ,N), M
Output : {G} =

[1Î1 , ... , ?ÎM, 6'.1,. .. , 8'.M]

be gin
Initialization
Apply the FCM algorithm to clust er the data set {Xi} into M components;
Estimate the initial set of parameters of each component using (4.24) and (4.25);
repeat
Expectation
Estimate {zij} (i = 1, ... , N;j = 1, ... , M) using (4.8) ;
Maximization
Estimate [wj] (j = 1, ... , M) using (4.9);
Estimate [&jd] (j = 1, .. ., M; d = 1, .. ., D ) using (4. 12);
until th e change in (4.7) is negligible;
Return ê;
end

4.4

Estimating the N umber of Components in the Mixture

The use of the Dirichlet mixture model allows us to give a fl exible model to describe
t he users' fe at ure vectors. To form such a model, we need to estimate lilf, t he numb er of
components and t he parameters for each component. First, t he numb er of components M
is an unknown parameter that must be estimated. Several model selection a pproaches have
been proposecl to estimate M (Smyth , 2000) , (Bouguessa et al. , 2006) . In this thesis, we
implemented a deterministic a pproach t hat uses t he EM algorithm in order to obtain a set of
candidate moclels for the ranges of M from 1 to Mmax (the maximal numb er of components
in the mixture), which is assumecl to contain the optimal M (Figueireclo and J ain, 2002). We
employ the Integrated Classification Likelihood Bayesian Information Criterion (I CL -BIC)
which is one of the powerful m ethods to identify the correct numb er of clusters in the context
of mult ivariate m ixtures such as Dirichlet , even when the comp onent densities are misspecified
(Peel and McLachlan , 2000). ! CL - B IC is given by :

N

! CL - B I C (m)

=

- 2 log(Lm)

+ d log(N) -

2

M

L L zijlog (zij)
i=l j=l

(4.28)
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A lgorithm 2: Estimating t he number of components in t he m ixture
Input : {Xi} (i=l,. .. ,N), M _max
Output : T he optimal number of components M
b e gin
for M = 1 to M max do
if M == l then
Estimat e {li} based on (4. 12) ;
Compute the value of ICL-BIC(M ) using (4. 28) ;
1
else
Estimat e the parameters of the mixture using Algori thm 1;
Compute the value of ICL-BIC( M) using (4. 28);
1
end
end
Select

M, such t hat M =

arg m in M{ ICL-BIC(M) , M = 1, . .. , M _ m ax } ;

end

A lgorit h m 3: A utom atic iden t ification of spammers
Input : A set X = { U1 , . . . , UN } of N users
Output : A set S = {S1 , .. . , SK} of K spammers
b e gin
For a given online social network , estimate a feature vector Xi for each user;
Normalize {Xi}, as discussed in section 4.1 ;
Apply Algorithm 2 to group the users into M Dirichlet components;
Use the results of the EM algorithm to decide about the memb ership of Xi in each
component ;
Select the Dirichlet comp onent that corresponds to the smallest feature values;
Identify spammers in U associated with the set of Xi that belong to the selected
comp onent and store them in S ;
Return S;
end
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where Lm is the logarithm of the likelihood at the maximum likelihood solution for the
inves tigated mixture model, and d is the numb er of parameters estimated. The number of
components that minimize ! C L - BIC(M) is considered as the optimal value of M. The
procedure of estimating the number of components in the mixture is summarized in Algorithm
2.

4.5

Automatic Identification of Spammers

Once the optimal numb er of components have been identified, we can use the result of the
EM algorithm in order to derive a classification decision about the membership of

Xi to each

component in the mixture. In fact , the EM algorithm yields the final estimated posterior
probability

zi1,

the value of which represents the posterior probability that

component j. We assign

zij·

Xi to

Xi belongs

to

the component that corresponds to t he maximum value of

We thus divide the set of users ' feature vectors into several components. As discussed

earlier, in our approach we assume that spammers are characterized by smalt feat ure values.
To identify such a component, for each component in the mixture, we compute the average
of the proj ected feature values along each dimension. Then , we select the component with
the smallest average values as our target component . Accordingly, users associated with t he
set of

Xi that

belong to such a component correspond to spammers. The steps described in

Algorithm 3 have been implemented to automatically identify spammers.

CHAPTER V

EXPERIM ENTAL RESULTS

In t his chapter , we perform a set of experiments to evaluate th e efficacy of our proposed
approach in ident ifying social spammers . In this regard, we decided to analyze real data from
two of the most popular online social networks that are clesigned fo r two different class of
social interactions. First, we consider Instagram which is an online media-sharing and social
networking platform. Next, we perform experiments on dat a collected from Twit ter which
is the mos t famous microblogging social network. This chapter is organized as fo llows, in
Section 5.1, the experiments specifications are described. In Section 5.2, we illustrate t he
performance results of our experiments on Instagram data. In Section 5.3, the perfo rmance
results of t he experiments conducted on Twitter data are presented .

5.1

Experiment Sp ecifications

For the purpose of evaluation , we extractecl real data from Instagram and Twitter to
construct representative data sets that refl.ects users' social behavior patterns and reputation
level on each platform . Each user of each platform is represented by one feat ure vector
comp osed of several attributes. These vectors are then used as an inpu t of our proposed
approach to ident ify social spammers.
In t he next step, we built a labeled collection of users by manually classifying each user as
either spammers or legitimat e. These labeled samples are used as grouncl truth to evaluate t h e
effectiveness of ou r approach. The standard metrics that we have applied fo r this purpose are:
(1) Accuracy, which is the proportion of correctly classified users, (2) Correct Detection (C D)
rate, which meas ures the proportion of spammers that are correctly classified as spammers,
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False Alarm (FA) rate, which measures the proportion of legitimate users that are incorrectly
classified as spammers, and F-measure of the spammers class, corresponding to the harmonie
mean between precision and recall of the spammers class.
We planned two sets of experiments for the real data collected from Instagram and Twitter. The goal of the first set of experiments is to evaluate t he detection accuracy of our
proposed ap proach using different subsets of features . ln the second sets of experiments, to
demonstrate the capability of our unsup ervised approach , we compared it with a variety of
supervised algorithms available in the Weka machine learning toolkit. We considered (1) meta
classifiers: AdaBoost, Bagging , Decorate, LogitBoost, MultiBoost, (2) tree-based classifiers:
ADTree, Random Forest and (3) function-based classifiers: RBF

etworks and SVM. Note

that the classification experiments were performed using 10-fold cross-validation to improve
the reliability of classification evaluations.

5.2

Identifying Spammers on Instagram

Currently, by means of social networks, users can create, share, link and reuse media content
in large scale (Zhao et al. , 2011). Hence, media-sharing social networks such as Instagram ,
YouTub e and Flicker are of great importance in terms of services they offer and pro tecting
user generated contents. In this thesis, we specifically aimed at investigating Instagram which
is currently considered as one of the most popular social media platforms. Instagram is an
online social networking service which enables its user to post both photo and video contents
on the platform and also share them on the other social networks such as Facebook, Twitter
and Flicker. Each user can interact with other Instagram users by following them and/ or
being fo llowed by them. Social interactions of users take on different forms such as publish
med ia in a way that followers can see them on t heir feed, like media posted by other users,
write comments on media posted by other users, tag other users in comments, post special
hashtags, send direct messages to others, etc.
All these features let the opportunist users such as spammers to abuse the service in any
possible ways . For example spammers may harass other users by sending unwanted following
requests , post irrelevant comments or links on the media to promote their pages, and so many
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forms of decreasing t he quality of service. Hence, identifying and eliminat ing the spammers'
accounts is import ant to maintain a high quality service.

5.2. 1

Crawling Instagram

The Instagram API provides open access to all of the public info rmation and contents
published by users. To collect data from Instagram, we used various sets of API methods to
get users' public information and media posted available at Instagram API for developers

1

.

Each category of API methods is designed to retrieve specific endpoint information. According
to Instagram API, user endpoints are used to get basic information about a user and the most
recent media published by a user. Relationship endp oints are used to acquire social network
connections such as : the list of users a user follows, t he list of users a user is followed by and
info rmat ion about a relationship to another user. Media endp oints are used to get info rmation
about a media obj ect, search for media in a given area and ge t a list of what media is most
popular at the moment. Comment endp oints get a full list of comments on a media obj ect.
Like endp oints get a list of users who have liked a media. Tag endpoints get info rmation
about a tag obj ect. Location endpoints get information about a location, a list of recent
media obj ects from a given location and search fo r a location by geographic coordinate.
It is important to note that informat ion from the get/ user endpoints request is always
available, regardless of whether a user's account is public or private. However, information
from other end points are not available if t he user profile is private, th us based on the Instagram
API policies we could only retrieve the public profiles data. Spammers also have easier access
to public profiles, hence most of the spamming activities happen to public accounts . In
Table 5. 1 we demonstrate each end point requests and the corresponding retrieved information.
In order to collect data from Instagram we built a crawler for Instagram API which implements Algorithm 4 to gather required information. The crawler ran for 5 days form 22
May 2014 to 27 May 2014, collected to tal number of 641 users and total number of 2051
published media. Then, t he collected data was manually analyzed in order to create labeled
collection of spammers and legit imate users. The labeling was clone by analyzing each user 's
1

ht tps: / / instagram.com/ developer/ endpoints/
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1

API Method
Get/ User Endpoints

Get / Relationship Endpoints
Get / Media Endpoints

Get/ Comment Endpoints
Get / Like Endpoints

1

Retrieved Information
full name, user name, user
id, biography, website, profile picture, number of media, numb er of followers,
number of followings
list of followers , list of followings
media id , created time,
numb er of comments, number of likes, location id , caption , tags, longitude, latitude
list of comments on a media
list of users who have liked
this media

Table 5.1 : List of all fe atures and API methods used .

profile and their last 20 user's posted media during the mentioned time. In result, among 641
collected profiles, 411 of them were labeled as legitimate users and 230 of them were labeled
as spammers. It is important to note that, since the classification labeling process relies on
human judgment , which implies examining hundreds of user profiles, we had to se t a limit on
the numb er of users in our labeled collection. Finally, it is worth nothing that, while visit ing
Inst agram after collecting our data, we found that most of the accounts of the users that
were manually labeled as spammers were deleted by Instagram administrators. This finding
testifies the qu ality of our labeled data set.

Algorithm 4: Instagram Crawler
Input : A list of N user-name of active users on Instagram
Output : A vector X i corresponding to each user Ui
be gin
for each user Ui; i = 1 to N do
collect the user information
for each user Ui; i = 1 to N do
1
collect the medi a posted by each user

end
end
end
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5.2.2

Analyzing Social B ehavior of lnstagram Users

To the best of our knowledge, there is no research in the literature regarding the spam phenomenon on Instagram . We thus performed an in-d epth research on social act ivity patterns
of users on Instagram to understand t he platform and its policy in terms of user legit imacy.
We st udied all aspects of users' social activities on Instagram to define a set of feat ures that
may help us to discriminate between spammers and legitimate users.
We expected that each class of users contribu tes in an entirely different set of interactions

to pursue their goals on the social media. We analyzed the collected users' profiles and t he
last 20 published media to extract a combination of characteristics that properly refl ects t he
social behaviors of each class of users . In fact, our goal was to define a set of features wit h
a discriminatory power to identify spammers as well as legitimate users on Instagram. By
exploring the large set of attribu tes t hat we had gained through crawling Instagram API, we
decided to consider a set of eight features that are mostly related to the social behavior of
both spammers and legitimate users on lnstagram . The complete set of features is represented
in table 5. 2.

Features
Full name length
Total number of media posted
Followers to fo llowing ratio
Proportion of bidirectional friends
Account lifetime
Average number of posts per week
Average number of likes received per post
Idle tüne in days
Table 5.2: List of features.
In t he following we give a brief description about the feat ures considered for the Instagram
data set in this t hesis.

• Full name lenght : We analyzed_the complete set of feat ures retrieved through Instagram API by calling get/ user end points such as user id , user name, full name ,' biography,
website, and profile picture. We observed that most of the legitimate users provided
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their full name in their profile while in case of spammers the field of full name was blank
or filled with a very short full name with high possibility of repetitive characters. Hence
we decided to calculate the full name length of each user by employing a simple method
that counts the numb er of characters for a given full name string.

• Total n u mber of media posted : In our investigation of the collected profiles, we
found that in contrast to legitimate users, spammers tended to post very few numbers of
media on Instagram. In fact, spammers on Instagram were more interest ed in spamming
other users rather than contributing in normal users' activities like publishing media.
Total numb er of media posted was obtained directly by calling get / user endpoints for
each user.

• Followers t o following rat io : By analyzing the number of followers and the number
of followings in the collected profiles , we observed that spammers tended to follow a
large number of users while they were only followed by very few numb ers of participants. We found that the followers of spammers were also spammers in most of the
cases. Contrarily, legitimate users acted quite normal in following other participants.
The numb er of follower and the numb er of following for the lcgitimate users was not
surprisingly disparate. Therefore, we considered the ratio of the followers to following as
an explicit feature . The number of foll owers and the numb er of following was obtained
directly by calling get/ user endpoints. The ratio is expected to be close to zero for
spammers.

• Prop or t io n of b id irectio nal frien ds : We analyzed the complete list of followers and
followings of each user precisely. We figured out that in case of spammers, only a few
number of users that had been followed by spammers followed them back. Contrarily,
legitimate users following behaviors are reciprocal in most of the cases. We got the
list of followers and followings through get/ relationship endpoints and estimated the
probability of a user being followed by the same user that she/ he was following. The
proportion of bidirectional friends is calculated as follows:
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n

Ifoll owings f oll owers l
B idir ectionalfriends = - - - - - - - - - 1/ oll owings l

(5 .1)

• Account lifetime: Instagram API provides a large list of media-related feat ures
through get/ media endpoints such as : media id, created time of media, numb er of
comments , number of likes, location id , caption, t ags, longit ude, and latitude.

We

analyzed all these info rmat ion to extract t he feat ures that may help us in detecting
spammers on Intsgram. While we were exploring the media posted by users we found
that spammers had a very short account lifet ime. ln this thesis, by account lifetime we
mean the period from the moment , a user published his/ her first media on Instagram
until t he day t hat we were gathering the Instagram data. We noticed that in comparison with the legit imate users, spammers' profiles were created latterly based on their
first media posted and they had remarkably shor ter account lifet ime. To calculate t he
account lifet ime in days, we retrieved the created tirne of the user's first published media
by calling get / media endp oints, and then the days before the day that we collected t he
data was counted.
• Average number of posts per week: We observed that in most of the cases spammers
tended to randomly publish media. In fact , we found that spammers published a media
on the first day that t hey joined Instagram and casually posted a few other media to
ac t like normal users, while most of the legitimate users were constantly active on t he
platform and published media on a regular basis. In general, legit imate users tended to
post media every week. In result, we consider the average number of posts per week as
one of the infiuential features to identify spammers on Inst agram.
• Average number of likes received per post: We focused on t he social interactions between users on lnstagram. '0/e noticed that legitimate users' repu tation level
and contribution in social interactions were considerably different form spammers . For
example, when a legitimate user publishes a media , the numb er of likes received by
his/ her followers is correspondent to the number of his/ her followers. Furthermore, t he
numb er of likes received for a media can be considered as a meaningful parameter t o
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demonstrate the users' reputation level in a way that it refiects the satisfaction of Instagram members with the published media. Therefore, the average number of likes
received per post is a discriminative feat ure to identify spammers on Instagram since
the posted media by spammers had received very few likes compared to normal users.
By calling get/ media endpoints we retrieved the number of likes for each media, then
by calculat ing total number of likes received for all of t he posted media and dividing it
by the total number of media, we obtained this feat ure.

• Idle time in days: As an important social behavior, we observed that spammers
tended to be idle for long periods of time since the last posted media. By idle time
we mean t he period of time in days since the last time that a user published a media
on Instagram. This parameter shows the consistency of users ' contribution in social
activities. In general, we found that legitimate users were not idle for more than a
week whereas in most of the cases spammers were idle for long time after their few
published posts. By calling get / media endp oints we could get the created time of the
last published media. Then, idle tilne is calculated easily from the time that we had
collected the data from Instagram API. It is important to note that in this thesis we
assume spammers are characterized by small feat ure values, thus we performed a linear
inversion of the estimated idle time values so that the small invertcd values correspond
to spammers.
The cumulative distribution fonction (C DF) of full name length , total number of media
posted , followers to fo llowing ratio, and proportion of bidirectional friends for both
classes of spammers and legitimate users are illustrated in Figure 5. 1. Likewise, the
cumulative distribu tion fonction for both classes of spammers and legitimate users for
account life time, average number of posts per week, average numb er of likes received
per post , and idle time are presented in Figure 5.2.

Based on our collected data set there was a noticeable difference between the values of the
selected featu res for each class of us ers. In all of these cases (except idle time) higher values
corresponded to legitimate users whereas the lower values was a sign of a user being spammer.
In other words , legitimate users tended to have more contribu tion in social interactions and
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Figure 5.1 : Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the first four features.

built up higher level of reputation compared to spammers. As can be seen from Figures 5. 1
and 5.2, in contrast to spammers, the curve for legitimate users is much more skewed toward
large numb ers which means they posted more media , received a lot of likes, and have more
followers and bidirectional friends, while spammers exhibi ted quite the opposite.

5.2 .3

Experiment 1

The goal of this first set of experiments was to evaluate the detection accuracy of our approach using different subsets of the eight features (full name length , total number of media
postecl , followers to fo llowing ratio , proportion of bidirectional friencls, account lifet ime, average numb er of posts per week, average number of likes received per post, idle time) considered
in this thesis. To this end , we used the collected features of Instagram and constructed several
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the last four feat ures.
data sets using the following subsets of features:

1. Proportion of bidirectional friends and full name length.

2. Proportion of bidirectional friends and total number of media posted .
3. Followers to following ratio and idle time in clays.
4. Proportion of bidirectional friends and idle time in clays.
5. Proportion of bidirectional friends and full name length and idle time in days .
6. Average number of likes received per post and average number of posts per week and
proportion of bidirectional friends and full name length idle t ime in days.
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7. Average number of likes received per post and average numb er of posts per week and
proportion of bidirectional friends and total number of media posted and followers to
following ratio and full name length and idle time in days .
8. The complete set of eight features .

Then, for each constructed data set, we used our approach to identify spammers. To this
end, we set

Mma x

to 4 (the reader should be aware that the choice of

Mmax

is not limi ted

to 4 and the user can choose other values) in all our experiments and selected the optimal
number of components that minimize ! CL - BIC. We found that t he number of components
varies from two to three. The Dirichlet component that represents the lowest feature values
corresponds to spammers.
The created data sets differed only in the underlying feat ures used but had the same class
labels that designated spammers and legit imate users. Obviously, we have ignored t he class
labels when applying our approach but we used them to evaluate the detection accuracy of
the proposed method. Figure 5.3 illustrates the res ults , evaluated with accuracy, CD rate,
FA rate and F-measure for different combinations of feat ures over Instagram data. Shaded
regions in this table corres pond to the best values of the four evaluation metrics considered
in the experiment.
As can be seen from t he Figure 5.3, the use of the complete set of features yields th e
highest accuracy and F-measure values and also the lowest FA rate for Instagram data. In
fact , by using the eight input featu res , our approach achieved accuracy higher than 98% and
F-measure over 0.98 , both painting at accurate results. The use of the eight user features
yielded high CD rate (96.9%) and low FA rate (0 .2%) suggesting their practical usability to
accurately identify spammers.
On the other hand , we observed that, for some feature combinations, our approach was able
to correctly ident ify all spammers (CD rate 100%) with the expense of also selecting 13.3%
of legitimate users as spammers. In the combination of two features, the best F-measure

(0.952) and accuracy (96 .53) achieved with the combination of idle time and proportion of
bidirectional friends. We observed that, while more features are combined , better results are
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F igure 5.3: Performance results over Instagram data.

achieved. For example, the combination of three feat ures (full name length , idle time and
proport ion of bidirectional friends) yielded F-measure of 0.959 , accuracy equals to 96.53, and
CD rate of 98.63. As can be seen from the results, for two different feat ure combinations
(selecting five and seven feature combinations) our approach reported t he same CD rates
(99.53 ), FA rates (1. 63 ), accuracy (98 .73 ) and F-measure (0. 982).

Overall, this experiment seemed to suggest that , in general, a substantial improvement
is gained in identifying spammers by considering total number of media posted , average
number of posts per week, average number of likes received per post, idle time, proportion of
bidirectional friends, full name length, followers to fo llowing ratio, and account lifet ime. In
fact, as can be seen from Figure 5.3, the combination of these eight feat ures yields the best
trade-off between CD rate and FA rate to get higher F-measure and accuracy for Instagram
data.
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5.2.4

Experiment 2

The goal of this second set of experiments was to compare the performance of our approach
with several machine learning algorithms. Note that, in this experim ent we have used all the
eight featur es as input of all competing algorithms. To begin with, we set

Mma x =

4 in

all our experiments and selected the numb er of components that minimizes ! C L - BIC.
After running our proposed method on the Instagram data set, we observed that the use rs'
feature vectors were well fitt ed by two distinctive Dirichlet components. As we expected
the component which contained vectors with the lowest values corresponded to the class of
spammers. Figure 5.4 illustrates the result of the compared algorithms. Shaded regions in
this table correspond to the best values of acc uracy, CD rate, FA rate and F-measure.
As can be seen from Figure 5.4, except RBF

etwork, all the remaining algorithms achieved

accurate results . Our approach reached an accuracy of 98.73 , CD rate of 96 .93, FA rate
of 0.23 , and F-measure of 0.982 . As can be seen, the SVM reports the highest accuracy
(993 ), CD rate (98.33 ), and F-measurc (0.987). While our approach reports the lowest FA
rate, F-measure and accuracy values which are very close to that of SVM. Figure 5.4 also
suggests that meta classifiers as well as tree classifiers show acceptable performance that are
fairly comparable to SVM and our ap proach. However, RBF network was not successful in
accurately identifying spammers on Instagram. Overall, the experiment res ul ts in t his part
show t hat our proposed unsup ervised method performs as well as (and sometimes better than)
several supervised approaches.
5.3

Identifying Spammers on Twitter

ln recent years, microblogging has become an important platform for social communications
where people can seek and exchange real-time information.

Twitter is the most popular

microblogging service for sharing opinions, news, and trending topics that also presents a new
level of communication in terms of social networks (Cheng et al., 2013). lt is obvious that
spamming activities explode once an online communication medium becomes popular, thus
Twitter turned out to be a proper target for spammers to spread irrelevant and undesirable
contents.
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Figure 5.4: Accuracy of compared algorit hms on Instagram data.

Users of Twit ter post messages up to 140 characters, called tweets. These short messages
consist of personal information about users, news or links to contents such as images, videos,
articles. Users on Twitt er are able to fo llow and/ or being followed by other participants.
They can also spread information by re-tweeting interesting tweets . A Twitter user can also
be tagged by other users while t heir user-names preceded by the "@" symbol.

All these

feat ures on 1\vitter bring out opport unities for spammers to take advantage of system such as
promoting irrelevant businesses or posing as a normal user tweeting spam content periodically.

5.3.1

Twitter Data

Twitter seems well suited for the task of our st udy, as it contains a rich store of information
and social interactions. To collect Twitter data, we used the search API of Twitter to gather
tweets and users profiles. For the purpose of evaluation, two human annotators were recruited
to analyze the collec ted data in order to produce a labeled collection of legitimate users and
spammers. The labeling was clone by looking at each user's profile and also by examining the
top 20 recent tweets posted by each user. Note that the dat a collection and the labeling were
performed in two phases. T he first phase aimed to collect t he likely legitimate users' profiles .
To this end , we polled t he Twitter Public T imeline through the search AP I of Twitter. User
profiles were gathered one by one. The tweets and profile of these users were then manually
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analyzed. As a .result of this process, 526 users were labeled as legitimates . The second phase
aimed at collecting potential spammers' profiles. To this end, we extracted tweets using
keywords usually employed by spammers such as "win a free trip", "make money", "cheap
viagra", "affiliate marketing", "mortgage", etc. Then, the collected tweets and the associated
users' profiles were manually analyzed by t he annotators . As a result of this process, 455
users were labeled as spammers . So, our hand-coded data sets contained 981 users; out of
which 455 were labeled as spammers and the rest (526) as legitimate.

5.3 .2

Twitter Social Behavior-based Features of users

Once the labeled collection of users was gathered, each user was presentecl by a feat ure
vector which is composed of several attribu tes that reflect the user's legitimacy and reputation
level on Twitter. It is important to note that, in this thesis we do not aim at clefining new
features to identify spammers on Twitter. This would be far beyond the scope of this thesis.

In contrast to Instagram, the spam phenomenon in Twitter has been already investigatecl in
previous works and appropriate features have been clefined (Stringhini et al., 2010), (Lee et al. ,
2010). In our experiments, we thus utilize existing feat ures that may characterize spammers.
The main goal of these experiments is illustrating the suitability of our approach in hanclling
spammers in another online social network which is different from Instagram . The set of
features that we used is explained as follows:

• Follower to following ratio : Spammers tend to fo llow a large number of people while
they are followed by a few participants, so this ratio is expected to be low for spammers.

• Average time between tweets: Spammers tend to post more tweets than normal
users on average, over a period of a same time. This numb er is thus expected to b e
lower for spammers.

• Number of mentions

@

to the number of tweet ratio : Legitimate users have

more tendencies to use the mention
low for spammers.

@

than spammers, so this number is expected to b e
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• N umb er of t weets t o account lifetime ratio : Spammers have a short account lifetimes but a large amount of tweets, so this ratio is expected to be higher for spammers.

Note that in this data set we assumed that spammers are charact erized by fe atures with small
values. Hence, a linear inversion was applied to the feature wi th higher values, so that the
inverted small values corresponded to t he spammers.

5.3.3

Experime nt 1

Similar to the experiments on Instagram data set , the aim of the first set of experiments was
to evaluate our appro ach using different subsets of the Twitter features (follower to fo llowing
ratio, average time be tween tweets, number of mentions

@

to t he number of tweet ratio,

number of tweets to account life time ratio) considered in t his thesis. In our experiments, we
construct ed several data sets using t he fo llowing subsets of t he features :

1. Numb er of tweets to account lifetime ratio and average time between tweets.

2. Number of mentions @ to the numb er of tweet ratio and number of tweets to account
lifet ime ratio.
3. Average time between tweets and follower to following ratio.
4. Number of mentions @ to t he number of tweet ratio and fo llower to fo llowing ratio.
5. Number of mentions @ to the number of tweet ratio and follower to following ratio and
average time between tweets.
6. Number of mentions

@

to the number of tweet ratio and numb er of tweets to account

life time ratio and average t ime between tweets.
7. The complete set of four features.

Then, for each constructed data set, we used our approach to identify spammers. To t his
end we set

M m ax

to 4 in all our experiments and selected the optimal numb er of comp onents

that minimize ! C L - B I C . Int erestingly, as with the experiments on Instagram data set ,
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we found that t he numb er of components varies from two to three . The Dirichlet comp onent
t hat represents the lowest feat ure values corresponds to spammers.
In F igure 5.5, we demonstrate the perfo rmance results over 1\\ritter data, based on several
features combinations. Shaded regions in the table correspond to the best values of the fo ur
evaluation metrics considered in this t hesis. As can be seen from this table, the combination
of the four Twitter users features provides the best accuracy (96.7%), CD rate (97.4%), and
F-measure (0 .975). On the other hand, the lowest FA rate achieves in combination of two
fe atures (number of mentions @ t o the numb er of tweet ratio and number of tweets to account
lifet ime ratio) , howcver the accuracy, F-measure and CD rate are relat ively low . As can b e
seen from the results , the combination of two feat ures (numb er of mentions @ to the numb er
of tweet ratio and fo llower to following ratio) achieves fairly good res ults with accuracy equal
to 92.7%, CD rate of 96. 3% and F-measure of 0.896 in comparison with other combination of
two features. In combination of three feat ures , t he FA rate decreased remarkably to 2. 0% and
even 1. 7% but respectively F-measure, accuracy and CD rate have degraded. Overall, the
first experiment suggests that the combination of the fo llower to following ratio, average time
be tween tweets, numb er of ment ions @ to the numb er of tweet ratio and numb er of tweets to
account lifet ime ratio provides t he best trade-off between FA rate and achieves the highest
accuracy, F-measure and CD rate.

5.3.4

Experiment 2

Our goal is now to compare the perfor mance of our approach to that of AdaBoost, Bagging,
Decorate, LogitBoost, MultiboostAB, ADTree, Random Forest, RBF Network and SVM. No t e
that , for all compared algorithms, we present results using the fo ur Twi tter users' feat ures
considered in this thesis (that is fo llower t o fo llowing ratio, average t ime between tweets,
Number of mentions @ to the numb er of tweet rat io and number of tweets to account lifet ime
ratio). Interestingly, as with the experiments on Instagram data, we observed that the user
feat ure vectors are well fit ted by two Dirichlet comp onents. The component that contains
vectors with t he lowest values corresponds to spammers. Figure 5.6 illustrates t he results of
the compared algorithms. Shaded regions correspond to the best accuracy, CD rate, FA rates
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Figure 5.5: Performance results over Twitter data.

and F-measure values .
As can be seen from Figure 5.6 , competing algorithms reported fairly accurate results.
The best accuracy (98.4%) is achieved by ADTree and Random Forest. Random Forest also
reports the highest CD rate (100%) and F-measure value (0.989). As depicted by Figure 5.6,
such resul ts are comp arable to those achieved by our approach and also to those reported
by meta classifiers and function-based classifiers. In fact , each algorithm reports accuracy
greater than 96%, CD rate over 97%, and F-measure values more than 0.97. In terms of FA
rate, the best result (3.7% ) is reported by ADTree and the worst result (6 .9%) is achieved by
MultiBoostAB. Our approach reports a FA rate of 4. 7% which is lower than the average FA
rate of ail competing algorithms, which is 5.1 3%.
To summarize, the experiments conducted on Instagram and Twitter data sets suggest
that sup ervised algorithms as well as our unsupervised approach provide meaningful res ults.
However, the advantage of our approach is that it performs spammer detection in an unsupervised fashion wit hout relying on labeled data or any detection threshold required to be set
by users. Supervised machine learning algorithms, however, suffer from their dependency on
the training data which are more difficult and time consuming to obtain than unlabeled ones.
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Figure 5.6: Accuracy of compared algorithms on Twitter dat a.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we have discussed some drawbacks of existing spammers detection approaches
including their incapability to automatically discriminate between spammers and legitimate
users , their dependency on labeled data, and their need for user threshold parameters which
are difficult to tune. To address this problem , we have proposed a mixture model-based approach to automatically identify spammers in different online social networks. Our approach
is a statistical framework based on Dirichlet mixture model which is ab le to automatically
detect spammers without any prior knowledge or human intervention. We first proposed to
represent each user as a feature vector such that each element of the vector contains information that would refiect the user's legit imacy and reputation level on t he social media. l ext,
we modeled these vectors as a mixture of Dirichlet distribution. The number of component is
estimated using the integrated classification likelihood Bayesian information criterion, while
the parameters of the mixture are estimated using the EM algorithm. Such an ap proach
allows t he identification of the Dirichlet component containing the spammers. We evaluated
the suitability of our approach in tests and comparisons with some sup ervised methods, using
real data from Instagram and Twitter. The experiments showed that the proposed approach
yielded high-quali ty results.
As a matter of fact , our unsupervised approach for spammers identification exhibits results
t hat are comparable to those of sup ervised attribute learning algorithms. A general assumption about the supervised appro aches would be that they performed better than unsupervised
methods since they employed the grand truth provided by human in their procedure while
unsupervised method do not have access to such information and should mine unlabeled data.
However t he experimental results regarding the efficacy of our approach show that our unsu-
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pervised method performs as well as (and in several cases even superior) several supervised
methods.
Finally, it is worth nothing that, in contrast to most existing spammers detection methods,
our approach has several practical advantages. As discussed earlier, the proposed method
is parameterless which is, in turn, a considerable advantage in practice. Parameter-laden
methods are, however, critical and their application to real situations is not obvious since it is
rarely possible for users to apply the parameters values accurately. Furthermore, the method
presented in this thesis do es not require labeled samples or prior knowledge about the data
under investigation to detect spammers. In fact , our approach is able to automatically identify
spammers from legitimate users in real-world scenarios, as it is show n on real data from
Instagram and Twitter. We believe that these notable features of the proposed approach
provide significant evidence about its practicality and should be considered to be a viable
option in this regard.
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